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Headquarters
Shelton, Washington 

Size
4,000 students, K-12

Fleet
30+ UPS

CoastTec is R2:2013 and RIOS certified. 
This certification was awarded to 
CoastTec for its adherence to best 
environmental practices established by 
SERI (Sustainable Electronics Recycling 
International), the organization that 
administers the Responsible Recycling 
(“R2”) Standard for Electronics 
Recyclers.  SERI’s mission is to promote 
safe and sustainable electronics reuse 
and recycling worldwide, helping 
to develop policy that protects the 
environment, human health, safety and 
the security of the recycling process. 
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“Education, at every level, is becoming more 
dependent on technology – the Internet, distance 
learning, electronic libraries, video conferencing and 
email every day... Interruptions to computer systems or 
networks can impact significantly district operations 
and the availability of education materials.”  Thus 
wrote Edward Hammond and John Hall of American 
School & University newsletter in 1998. Fast 
forward seven years, and technology is even 
more central to school districts’ operations than 
administrators could have ever dreamed.

That’s just how long Shelton School District and 
CoastTec have partnered for uninterrupted power.  
That’s because Bob McMath, Server and Network 
Administrator, understood the impact a power glitch 
would have on Shelton’s eight facilities and, more 
importantly, its students’ safety and education. 

A strong fleet of UPS units is undeniably important 
to schools, kids and parents, but capital investment 
costs give administrators pause.  After all, strapped 
school budgets mean technology projects are 
funded in small increments annually… using an 
ultra-sharp pencil.  

Both the importance of uninterrupted power and 
the reality of tight budgets are common to nearly all 
school districts nationwide.  In the case of Shelton, 
these issues are exacerbated by the Pacific area’s 
challenge of extreme unpredictable weather.

Nationally, capacity shortages and power 
fluctuations are on the increase -- largely due to 
our country’s antiquated power grid, dubbed by 
energy insiders as “a power grid on sticks.”  That 
fact intensifies the diminished power capacity 
which often results from extreme weather cycles. 
The Seattle area is particularly vulnerable to high 
force winds, heavy rainstorms, saturated soils and 
downed trees causing outages.  According to the 
city’s own tourist website, “Washington State is one 
of the most frequent locations of Presidentially-
declared weather related disasters.” Weather-
related outages frequently exceed the running time 
and capacity of a generator.

“That’s the crucial role of UPS units,” notes Jon 
Sevel, President of CoastTec. “IT equipment can 
only withstand 16 milliseconds of an outage.  A 
UPS will detect, verify and react to a problem in 4 
milliseconds.” 

The alternative to UPS units? Mission-critical 
equipment would lose connectivity, meaning 
schools would need to wait for power. Costly assets 
would be potentially at risk.  Moreover, unlike 
corporations with large IT teams, school districts 
generally have limited IT staff operating out of a 
central office who must address myriad issues first-
hand. 

“I’m an IT person for K through 12, so it’s pretty 
critical that we have power,” says McMath.  
According to McMath, many other school districts 
are unfamiliar with the refurbishment option and 
automatically replace their UPS with new units.  
It’s a missed savings opportunity, especially when 
multiple units are involved.  After all, recertified 
units perform the same at a fraction of the 
cost. “It’s simply a matter of dollars and sense,” 
according to McMath.

The cost of a reconditioned, recertified APC 
UPS is less than half of a new unit and carries a 
one year warranty.  CoastTec is the only company 
APC-authorized to refurbish its UPS units.  “Buying 
new is expensive for a school district strapped for 
resources,” says McMath. “Yes, the stakes are high 
and you need optimum protection, but that’s exactly 
why it makes sense to compare UPS options.”

With weather and power related outages 
becoming more and more unpredictable and 
frequent, school districts are getting wise about 
their UPS fleets and checking out CoastTec.  
Could your  school district benefit from CoastTec 
reliability and cost-savings? 


